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By its elementary lines, strong and simple, it generates 
several interpretations; branches for the one, flight 
of bird for the the other. It questions in this way the 
status of the object and brings to question the notion of 
artifact. The broken branch can it become object when 
the individual decides to see sculpture, suspension or 
luminary there? The appearance and the consideration 
made of an object are pointed out. PREMISSE underlines 
a return to the simple, naive, primitive form and is 
interested in the rudimentary function of lighting.
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Made from a basic aluminium tube, cut, curved and painted, 
PREMISSE challenges industrial production in order to 
bring poetry and sensitivity to the manufactured object. 
Light sources placed on the edges of the lamp meet where 
the tube split. Beams extend the shape of the object 
including it with harmony to the location. Placed alone, 
in couple or in ballet of strange creatures inviting to the 
pleasure of lyric contemplation, fixed.
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Elements in constant quantity :  
1x A1 notice-poster 
1x ceiling profile high 50X40X40
1x ceiling profile low 60X40X60 
1x DEL driverV

Elements in variable quantity according to 
the number of lamps bought. / for a lamp : 
1x DEL strip 50 cm
1x aluminum profile
1x electric wire 2000mm
2x end cap 
2x self-locking cable tie
2x galvanized steel cable clamp
2x steel suspension cable 2000mm

LED chip   SMD 2216
Quantity of LED   180 LED/m
Input voltage   24V
Power consumption  12.8 W/m
Luminous flux   1350 lm/m
Luminous efficiency  105 lm/W
Color Redering Index (CRI) 90+
Dimmable   Yes
IP rating   IP20
Light temperature  3000 K

We have chosen to use High-End LED ribbon to guarantee a 
professional quality light.  
In order to increase the comfort of the user and the 
adaptability of the product to different spaces, the light is 
dimmable. For a better light diffusion and a long lasting 
protection of the ribbon, it is inserted in an aluminium profile 
that also provides a heat sink to maintain good heat transfer 
efficiency.

1200
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WARNING: Risk of electric shock. Turn off the circuit breaker on the electrical panel.
IMPORTANT Before installing this product, the user and/or installer must have read and understood these 
instructions. This appliance must be properly installed before use. If these instructions are not followed, Yvan 
Caillaud Design Studio will not be held responsible for any problems or malfunction of the product. Failure to 
follow the installation and/or use instructions will void the existing warranty. We recommend that this product be 
installed by a certified electrician. In some states or provinces, it is legally required that this type of product be 
installed by a certified electrician in accordance with applicable electrical and building codes.

Warranty: Yvan Caillaud Design Studio is proud to offer you a three (3) year limited warranty against manufacturing 
defects, from the date of purchase, for domestic use only on the Premise lamp. This warranty is valid only for 
the original owner and does not apply to retailers, commercial applications or establishments. The original sales 
receipt is required for any warranty claim. The remedy provided by this limited warranty is replacement of the 
product or part of the product, and may not exceed the original purchase price. This warranty does not cover 

products that are improperly installed or subjected to abnormal use. The product(s) or part(s) may be requested 
for inspection and verification. Normal wear and tear, misuse, neglect, vandalism, improper maintenance 
(surface damage due to chemical interaction or cleaning products, including but not limited to metal sponges, 
use of cleaning products containing abrasives, alcohol or other organic solvents), mishandling, accident, abuse, 
fire, flood, theft, natural disaster or modification of the product are not covered by this limited warranty. This 
warranty does not cover handling, labor, transportation, or any other costs associated with the installation or 
replacement of the product. This limited warranty is valid only in the country where the purchase was made from 
authorized dealers. Yvan Caillaud Design Studio shall not be liable for any direct or indirect injury or damage 
caused by the use of the product if the product has been improperly installed or used.

PREMISSE NOTICE
RECYCLING INSTRUCTION : Premise lamp has been designed entirely with 
recycling in mind. All parts can be dismantled without any special tools.  
Please recycle them at the designated collection points. Electrical products 
should not be disposed of with household waste. Contact your local authority 
or dealer for recycling information.

MAINTENANCE : When performing maintenance, make sure that the product is 
switched off. Remove dust with a microfiber cloth and water.

Elements in constant quantity 
1x manual
1x ceiling profile high 50X40X1150 
1x ceiling profile low 60X40X1150
1x transformer

Elements in variable quantity according to the number  
of lamps bought.
Elements for a lamp :
1x aluminium lamp 
1x 70 cm LED strip 
1x aluminum LED profile
1x2m electric wire 
2x end cap 
2x self-locking cable ties 
2x galvanized steel cable clamp 
2x2m steel suspension cable
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This lamp is specially designed for indoor lighting. Its different fixings 
allow you to arrange it at your convenience.

Start by installing the upper part of the ceiling light       by choosing 
the correct dowel system according to your surface. Make sure to 
keep the electricity supply through the hole provided for this purpose         
located in the centre of the technical box      .

On a flat and safe surface, lay out the different parts for assembly. 
Start by screwing the self-locking cable ties       onto the lower part 
of the ceiling light      fig.3, planning the desired inclination of the 
lamp fig.1 The cable ties near the power cable must be connected 
to the technical box. Insert the metal cable      into the self-locking 
cable ties      
  
Insert the power cable      of the lamp into the lower part of the 
ceiling light       through the hole provided for this purpose located 
next to the self-locking cable clamp.

Connect the lamp to the transformer respecting the current direction 
of the device, as well as phase and neutral fig.2  
Repeat the operation as many times as you have lamps to hang.

Connect the transformer      to the ceiling power supply by switching 
off the main power supply first. This step may require two people to 
hold the unit up. 

Then close the ceiling light making sure that no wires are sticking 
out or in the way, the black foam patches will help you to centre 
the part that fits in. Use the coloured dots to match the direction of 
assembly of the two parts of the ceiling light. Secure the bottom part 
to the top part at the four fixing points with the supplied set screws 

Easily adjust the length of the metal cables with the self-locking 
cable ties      Tips: by pressing the thinner part at the end of the 
piece, you release the cable if it has become too short.

Then carefully insert the excess power cable inside the lower part  
of the ceiling light      leaving enough length to fit smoothly along  
the suspension cable. Be careful not to pull on it as this may 
damage the internal system.

Finish by cutting off the excess suspension cable with a wire 
cutter. Press the switch, strange creatures in aerial ballet inhabit 
the heights of your interior and invite you to the pleasure of lyrical, 
frozen contemplation.
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Sensitive to the values of craftsmanship, each lamp has a 
manual step in its manufacturing process. This gives the 
product its timeless, sensitive and evocative identity. 
This passage to life also allows us to offer our customers 
very sensitive custom-made versions; size, color, finish, 
are all creative levers that the studio wished to keep for 
even more unique projects for our collaborators. 
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prices

750€ (ttc public price)
Architects or retailers?
Please contact us to find out about our  
professional rates

1 lamp 
1 shipping packaging 
1 A1 notice-poster

set A

1350€ (ttc public price)
Architects or retailers?
Please contact us to find out about our  
professional rates

3 lamps 
1 shipping packaging 
1 A1 notice-poster

set B

1200 

150x150 

200x200 

1200 
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why us ?
Good commercial potential 
 
· Price aligned with the average of the market 
·  The product allows a great flexibility of 
installation for the consumer, allowing also 
to apply to architects for larger projects

· 3 year warranty is offered  
·  Professional quality DEL (CRI 90+, 
dimmable, 1350 lm/m, etc.)

·  Possibility to order custom-made products 
for a special client (colours/sizes/quantities)

·  Custom labeled packaging is provided 
(cardboard box/foam/personalized tape) 
and designed to be easily stackable. 

·  Added value with the high quality A1 format 
leaflet poster, offered with the product. 

· Installation service proposed
·  The studio is committed to respect delivery 
deadlines
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conditions

Yvan Caillaud Design Studio commits itself to respect 
the delivery time of 4 to 5 working days within 
the limit of available stocks. For any particular request 
(quantity, color, installation) please send an email  
to info@yvancaillaud.com.
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specifications

year
materials

environment
size 
weight
made in

2022
powder coated aluminium, DEL 

indoor
1200x28
550gr per lamp
Belgium



contact

info@yvancaillaud.com
0032 470 32 34 29

Thank you,
we look forward to hearing from you!


